
Candy Crush Jelly Saga
A Guide For The Beginner

There are 8 types of candy, 7 regular candy colors and 
one special candy color with powerful effects (red, 
orange, yellow, green, cyan, blue, purple and dark 
purple).



Meet the Characters

Jenny is the main character.  She is a yeti girl who live in the Cotton Candy Clouds with her uncle, Mr. Yeti.  

Mr. Yeti is a minor character.   On the way, he is trapped by Jelly Queen, Jenny's uncle. 
And so, Jenny's rescue adventure begins.

Puffler is the cutest little creature that King created!  They hide under frosting so you must clear 
the frosting to release it.  

The Monkling is this cute little monkey that you will find on the levels where you must 
collect a specific amount of orange monklings. 



Cupcake Carl is the second antagonist.  He can be found on all the Puffler Boss Levels.  
He is going to try his best to collect more pufflers than you do.

Licorice Larry is the third antagonist.  You can find him on all the Monkling 
Boss Levels.  He’s going to try to collect more monklings than you.

Jelly Queen is the main antagonist.  You will find her on the Jelly Boss Levels.  She loves to 
spread her green jellies!  On the way, she traps Yeti, Jenny's uncle.

Meet The Antagonists!



Creating Special Candies

A Fish Candy can be created by matching 4 of the same color candies in a square.  It will 
swim around and randomly hit a candy or blocker.

The Striped Candy Booster can be created by combining four of the same color candies.  A 
vertical striped will clear out an entire column and the horizontal strip will clear out an entire 
row.  It comes in handy to remove blockers (jellies or chocolate). 

The Color Bomb Booster which looks like a chocolate ball with sprinkles requires you to match 5
color candies in a row. It’s not an easy match but when you can match it with a specific color
candy all candies on the board with that color will be removed. If you can match it with a striped
candy, all the same color candies will turn into stripes and what an explosion that makes!
Combining two of these together will clear the entire board.



The Wrapped Candy Booster is created by making a match of 3 vertical and 3
horizontal candies that can form a T-shape or L-shape. The advantage of using this
booster is that it explodes twice. It will destroy the candies surrounding it and then
do it the same thing again. It comes in handy when trying to clear blockers,
especially in those hard to reach areas.

The Coloring Candy can be created by making a match of 5 of the same 
color candies in a straight line of 5 and at least one candy next to the row or 
column adjacent to the middle.  made with 7 different colors which are as 
follows: Dark blue, Green, Cyan, Orange, Purple, Red and Yellow.  



Two Fish Candies, when matched, makes one additional fish candy, activate them and destroys 
frosting, candies and blockers.

A Fish candy and a Wrapped Candy Combo - becomes a wrapped fish and destroys an area 
around target tile.

A Fish Candy and a Striped Candy - Fish candy becomes a striped fish and destroy a line of tile. The direction 
of the striped fish depends on the direction of the striped candy.

Creating Combos



A Fish Candy and a Coloring Candy Combo changes all 
candies of the coloring candy into fish candies of that color 
and man that is awesome to watch all those fish swimming 
around.  Here is a Video

A Fish Candy and a Color Bomb Combo 
changes all candies into fish candies of fish 
candy color and activates them. 

Two Striped Candies Combo destroys the row 
and column centered on the candy that was 
swapped.

A Striped Candy and a Wrapped Candy Combo 
destroys 3 rows and 3 columns centered on the candy 
that was swapped.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3bCwheXdVTA


A Striped Candy and a Color Bomb Combo transforms all candies into striped candies of 
same color of striped candy. The directions of their stripes will vary. All of them then clear 
their respective rows/columns.

A Striped candy and a Coloring Candy Combo transforms all candies into striped candies of 
striped candy color & coloring candy color. If striped candy & coloring candy have same color, 
then the color candy with the most amount on the board will be selected and activates them. 
All of them then clear their respective rows/columns.

Two Wrapped Candies together destroys 24 candies in a (5 x 5) area. Explodes once again in (5 x 5) area.

A Wrapped Candy and a Color Bomb Combo transforms all candies into 
wrapped candies of same color of wrapped candy. It destroys (3 x 3) area.



A Wrapped Candy and a Coloring Candy Combo transforms all candies into 
wrapped candies of wrapped candy color & coloring candy color. If wrapped candy 
& coloring candy have same color, then the color candy with the most amount on 
the board will be selected and activates them. It destroys (3 x 3) area.

Two Color Bombs together clears every candy and blockers on board. Multi layers blockers 
will strip off one layer.

Two Coloring Candies together is very powerful! Jenny appears on the screen, 
makes all candies on the board to one color with selected coloring bomb’s color.

A Color Bomb and a Coloring Candy Combo is very powerful! Jenny appears on the screen, 
blasts all the spaces on the board and removes all blockers in once.  Watch this Video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qFjPP0CSXAo


The Boosters

A Lollipop Hammer 
smashes a candy or 
blocker

A Striped Lollipop Hammer 
clears a row and a column on 
the board.

A Color Bomb Lollipop Hammer clears a 
specific color on the board after you chose 
that candy color.

A Wrapped Lollipop Hammer is like 
the wrapped candy but it will only 
explode once.  

Purple Candy can be very powerful when matched

On the next slide you can see all the matches that you can make with this candy



Match 4 in a row horizontally or vertically and it will wipe out the entire row or column.

Make a fish pattern by matching 4 to make a square and 4 fish will start swimming 
around the board and eating 4 squares. 

Match the purple candies to make a T-Shape or L-shape and it will create a 
blast destroying a 6 x 6 area.

Make a match of five, like a colored bomb and it will clear a layer of the entire board.  Make 
a match of 6, like a coloring candy and it will make all the candies turn purple and that is an 
awesome blast! 



The Blockers

The Licorice Lock can lock any candy on the board and it won’t be able to move until you 
unlock it.  Match candies next to it can break the lock.  It can also be broken by using special 
candies or combinations of special candies.

The Licorice Swirl will cover an entire square.  It is not a blocker that needs to be matched to 
clear it.  It can be moved by making a switch with another square.  Making a match next to it 
will clear it but beware that the levels containing these swirls might just drop more from the 
dispensers or the top of the board.

The Cupcake Blocker - A cupcake occupies one square and is stuck until cleared. It can be 
broken by making candies adjacent to it, or through any special candy’s effects reaching 
the cupcakes. It requires 1 hit to break.

The Fishing Net holds a bunch of jelly fish wrapped with a net.  To release them you must 
make a match of 2 color candies with the same color jelly fish.  Once the match is made the 
fish will swim over to the fishing net releasing one of the licorice locks.  When all are released 
the bunch will swim around hitting random squares.



The Jelly Lock is wicked!  It will expand its strings.  To me it looks like an octopus 
with tentacles.  If you don’t make a match with a candy locked under its strings.  
It takes 3 hits to remove so it takes a match of 3 or special candies to remove it.  
Once the “body” is removed all “tentacles” will disappear and a colored bomb 
will be released..

The Jelly Cube can be cleared when you make a color match of three using the locked candy 
as part of the match.   You won’t be able to make a match if there is a large section of jelly 
cubes.  To start clearing them you must have a free color candy that can match 2 other under 
the jelly cube.   There are single and two layered jelly cubes so it will take 1-2 hits to clear the 
candy underneath.

The Cotton Cloud can be destroyed by making a candy match next to it or with any 
special candy.  It can come in 3 layers which would require you to hit it three times 
to clear it.  Once cleared you can find color candies, special candies or blockers.  



The Different Levels

Spread The Jelly - To complete this level you must spread the jelly everywhere.  Make 
a match of 2 same color candies with the same color candy sitting on a jelly square.  
As you continue making matches the jelly will spread across the board.  You can also 
use special candies (fish, striped and wrapped candies) that will cover a larger area.

The Jelly Boss Levels is the worst!  I dislike the Jelly Boss because she tries to cover 
the board with her green jelly while taking out my red jelly.  To clear these levels, 
you need to remove all her green jellies by making matching of your red jellies over 
her green jellies.  But be very careful because as you try to spread your red jelly, 
she is spreading her green all over the board!  



The Puffler Levels - these levels aren’t too difficult.  You need to search for the 
pufflers that are hidden under the frosting.   Make matches next to the frosting to 
clear a layer.  You must collect all the pufflers on the board to clear the level.  
However, the pufflers love to move around so watch where it moves next to plan 
your next move.

The Puffler Boss Levels are much less stressful to play than trying to 
beat the Jelly Queen.  Now you must take on Cupcake Carl as he 
tries to get more pufflers than you.  To complete this level, you need 
to collect the specified number of pufflers before he does.    You will 
each take turns trying to release them.  



The Monkling Boss Levels – Now you are taking on Licorice Larry.  He wants to collect 
more monklings before you do.  Collect the orange candies to full your little jar.  As you 
are trying to make matches with the orange candies, Larry is doing the same with the blue 
candies.  Sometimes though, he can’t match his blue and much to your surprise he makes 
an orange match for you!  The race is on!  Who will collect the amount of monklings first, 
you or Larry?

The Monkling Levels - To pass this level, match a certain number of orange candies to 
create a monkling and you will start seeing your little jar fill up with orange.  When it’s 
full it will release a monkling on the top row.  Now you will have to start clearing the 
candies below it by making matches and using the special candies to bring them below 
the candy strings.



Candy Crush Jelly Events/Contests

The Daily Bonus is cool! Click on the “water” button and she will release a free booster 
each day that you come back.  The first day though, she will not give you anything which 
is kind of unfair but for days 2 – 7 you will get a free reward.

To Save Misty you must complete 5 consecutive levels.  
Read more about it Here

Allen’s Journey, meet Allen Here. It’s very similar to Candy Crush Saga’s Space Dash which 
requires you to complete a level on the first try.  You will then get a free booster that will 
be used in the next level.  You must complete each level to keep winning these boosters.  
Fail a level and and you will have to start at the beginning.

https://care.king.com/en/blog/article/save-misty-in-candy-crush-jelly-saga
https://care.king.com/en/blog/article/meet-allen-the-alien


The Fishing With Friends Event requires you to join one of four teams.  Then you 
need to collect the most amount of fish in a certain time frame to beat out the 
other three teams. Here is a link to the best levels to play this event. 

The Star Chase Event requires you to collect stars. You 
can read more about it Here

https://care.king.com/en/candy-crush-saga/what-is-the-best-level-to-play-to-get-fishes-for-the-fishing-tournament
http://candycrushjelly.wikia.com/wiki/Star_Chase


Oh dear Odus is sleeping!  If he doesn’t wake up he will miss his birthday 
party.  Let’s play the Birthday Bash Event. You can read all about it Here

The Treasure Chest - On the map, you will see the chests on boss levels. Each 
chest contains a reward, and you must beat the boss to collect these rewards.  
Beating the boss isn’t always that easy!

http://candycrushjelly.wikia.com/wiki/Birthday_Bash


Visit my Candy Crush Tips, Tricks and 
Candy Treats  Website

Check out the social media

https://twitter.com/elanger95
https://www.facebook.com/pg/ElsaCandyCrush/posts/?ref=page_internal
https://plus.google.com/u/0/communities/109879717663166454022
https://elsalanger.net/

